
 
 

Lost Temple of Gold is a Solitaire Roll & Write game where you are an explorer that has been commissioned by your king to sail to 
distant lands, explore the terrain and bring back Gold, Gems and/or Artifacts.  You will have your Crew to explore the islands with, 
but you better leave some of your crew behind to protect the ship from the hostile natives.  As you explore each Island you will 
develop a map to help you along your way.  You will also need to collect wood to build a raft so you can cross the ocean to the next 
Island.  Each territory has a Tribal Chief that will either greet you with hostility or friendship depending on how you treat his people.  
As you explore you will come across different types of villages that you can trade with or overtake if necessary.  Some will be hostile 
and automatically attack you while others will be friendly.  Speak with the two Chief’s and gain the coordinates to the lost temple.  
Discover the Temple and gain the lost treasures to win the game. 
 
COMPONENTS 
1 - Letter size sheet with the game sheet 
1 - Pencil 
3 - 8mm cubes  
 1 - Orange "Exploration party" 
2 - d6 dice 
 1 - Green  
 1 - Red 
  
SETUP the components: 

1. Place the Lost Temple of Gold play sheet in front of you.   
2. Place the Orange cube on top of the ship near Island #1.  Your first exploration space will be the area the black arrow is 

pointing to. 

 
 

3. Place the Green and Red dice near the play sheet. 
4. Have a pencil handy and the rule book nearby. 

 



SETUP the play sheet stats: 
1. Your journey begins when you reach the island and determine your expedition party. You have 60 crew members to take 

with you on this journey.  You will be traveling through dangerous terrain and your ship will be left behind near the shoreline 
vulnerable to attacks by the natives.  You must decide how much of the crew to take on the journey and how many to leave 
with the ship.   If you don't leave enough and your ship gets overrun and destroyed, you will be stranded on the island 
forever “game over”.  Leave too many on the ship and your exploration party may die off before ever reaching the Lost 
Temple. 

2. You must choose how many of your crew will stay and how many will travel on.  Draw a line through the boxes that will not 
be counted. 
 
For example, you decide to bring 45 of your crew on the journey and leave behind 15 with the ship.  Mark the sheet as shown below: 

 
 

3. Next, you will have the following inventory: 

 Gold coins - You will start your adventure with 8 gold. 

 Medicine - you start out with 4 meds.  Since you can gain medicine along the way, draw lines through each of the 
remaining boxes. If you obtain more Medicine, just erase a line on a box for each medicine obtained. 

 
Below is an example of your starting inventory: 

 
 

SETUP the required search zones per island: 
To make it so every game of Lost Temple of Gold produces a random location for the Temple and the Chiefs, their needs to be a 
process of creating that random search area.  To do this I created the following method: 

1. Roll the Green and Red dice. 
2. Based on the roll, find the Search area chart that matches the die values.  There are 15 charts that match the combinations 

from two d6 results. "If you don't get a roll that matches any of these combinations, just reroll." 



 
 
3. So, for example, if you rolled a Green 2 and a Red 5, you would use the following chart as your search area. 

 
4. The area surrounded in red are the spaces that must be explored before you will discover the Chiefs village. You can draw 

this pattern on the grid over Island #1 to remind you or just print the last sheet from the rule book.  
5. Once you have explored all, in this example, 20 spaces or more, you will roll a d6 and when either a 2 or 5 shows up “the two 

previous area numbers”, that will be the number for the vertical number and the other number will be the horizontal 
number. 
So, to continue the example, your party explores the required 20 spaces and more on Island #1. 

 



You roll a d6 and keep rolling until you roll a 2 or 5.  The 5 shows up first so the vertical number will be 5 and the horizontal 
number is 2.  This places the Chief Village on space 5,2 on Island #1.  If anything was drawn into this space erase it and draw 
in the Chiefs village symbol. 

 
6. Now you can travel to the Chiefs village space and gain the first coordinate to the lost Temple on Island #3.   
7. You will now need to travel to Island #2 by raft and perform the same process to create a new required search area for 

Island #2.   
8. Once you discover the second Chiefs Village and gain the second coordinate, you can travel to Island #3 by a second raft and 

travel to the Temple to discover the lost treasure. 
 

This unique method creates a completely random game each time you play. 
 

GAME PLAY 
The play sheet for Lost Temple of Gold is made up of three Islands that are each 36 spaces in a 6x6 grid.  Each turn represents an 
EXPLORE action, with your party exploring an adjacent space "you can't move diagonally".  If you move through a terrain “already 
explored” you must perform the same EXPLORE action as shown on the space.   
 
At the start of each turn, roll a single d6 die, then refer to the "EXPLORE" chart. 

 
The EXPLORE roll will either produce different terrain types or an event.   If your roll is 1 thru 5 it will be a terrain type that will affect 
your party in different ways. If your roll is a 6, your explore party is attacked.  Based on your roll, you will draw the image, that 
matches the number rolled, inside the space you are exploring.  Terrains 2 thru 6 will be drawn directly on the play sheet.  The 
affects of that terrain take place immediately.  If you roll a 1, this will trigger a second roll which will determine the type of village. 
"This will be covered in Village section". 

TERRAIN TYPES 
 

1 - Village  
If you roll a Village terrain, you have found a Native village. Roll the d6 again and check with the Villages section to see what type of 
village your party encounters. 
 



2 - Plains   
If you roll a Plains terrain, is has no affect on the party.   
 

3 - Forest  
If you roll a Forest terrain and move into the space, you gain a single wood supply to you inventory.  Once you've reached a supply of 
10 wood, you can build a raft and sail off the next island.  You can only build one raft per island.  If you have 20 wood before you 
reach the second island, you will be able to build the second raft as soon as you reach the second island.   

 

4 - Swamp  
If you roll a Swamp terrain, this is an obstacle that can cause casualties if moved through.  You don't initially move the orange cube 
into the terrain and must decide if you want to move through the swamp or go around it.  If you need to move through the swamp, 
you must roll the RED and GREEN dice and on a RED [1-4] you lose one crew member, on a RED [5-6] you lose two crew members, 
which must immediately be removed from the Land Explorers inventory on the play sheet.   When crossing the swamp the crew may 
gets diseased.  On a GREEN [1-3] they are ok but on a GREEN [4-6] they are diseased and need Medicine.  If you don't have any 
Medicine you lose one individual from your crew each turn until you can supply Medicine to cure them. 
 

5 - Mountains   
If you roll a Mountain terrain, you can't move into the space and it blocks your path.  You must move around this space to continue 
traveling.  If you ever roll three Mountains in a row, reroll the die until you roll another event.  You can't have three consecutive 
mountains in a row.   Also, if you roll a mountain that locks your party into a space, reroll that mountain terrain. 

6 - Attack - Animals or Natives  
If you roll an ATTACK, your party is either attacked by Hostile Natives or a wild animal.  Roll the RED and GREEN dice, on RED [1-4] it's 
an animal attack, on RED [5-6] its Natives.    
 
On a wild animal attack, your party kills the beast but takes possible casualties.  On the GREEN die a:  

[1-3] - no crew killed  
[4-5] - [1] crew killed 
  [6]   - [2] crew killed 

On the Natives attack, your party is ambushed by a group of natives that attack you from all sides.  On the GREEN die a: 
[1-2] - no crew killed  
[3-4] - [1] crew killed 
[5-6] - [2] crew killed 

If you ever move back into a terrain space you must deal with the same terrain affect! 
 

VILLLAGES 



 
 

1 - Hostile   
If you roll a Hostile Village, your party is immediately attacked by the village.  Roll a d3 for the total number of attacks "Max 3" and 
then roll d6 for each attack to see if any crew were killed during the attacks:  

[1-2] - no crew killed  
[3-4] - [1] crew killed 
[5-6] - [2] crew killed 

After all attack rolls are completed, draw an X over the village to show that it has been visited and to not go back to it.  This attack 
will not look good in the eyes of the Chief and will be counted against you when all the villages you encounter have been tallied.  If 
you have a higher total of attacked villages over friendly villages, when you meet the Chief, he will end up attacking your party.  After 
dealing with the hostile natives, you need to see if your crew is diseased.  Roll a d6 and on [1-4] no disease but on [5-6] the crew is 
diseased and will need Medicine.  If you don't have any Medicine you lose one individual from your crew each turn until you can 
supply Medicine to cure them. 
 

2 - Tribal   
If you roll a Tribal Village, they may either be friendly or hostile.  Roll a d6 and on a [1-4] they are friendly, on a [5-6] they are hostile 
and will attack your party immediately. If Hostile, then treat them as a hostile village above.  If friendly, they will welcome you to 
their village and trade with you. 
You can purchase the following: 
1 Wood for 1 gold 
1 Medicine for 1 gold 
When you are finished trading with this village, draw a circle around the village if it is friendly or an X if it is hostile.  
 

3 - Abandoned  
If you roll an Abandoned Village, it looks as if everyone in the village left in a hurry.  You are lucky though, since everyone left so 
quickly you find [1] wood to add to your supply. 
 

4 - Sick  
If you roll a Sick Village, your luck just ran out.  This village was hit with a recent plague and all the villagers are deathly ill.  From this 
point on, you will lose a crew member to the plague on each turn unless you have medicine.  Remove a medicine from your supply 
to heal the party from this current sickness.  If you don't have any medicine, each turn you will lose a crew member from your party.  
If you lose your entire party to the sickness, you lose the game! 
When you leave this village draw a Plus sign over the village to remind you not to go back here. 



 

5 - Friendly  
If you roll a Friendly Village, they will welcome you to their village and trade with you. 
You can purchase the following: 
1 Medicine for 1 gold 
1 Wood for 1 gold 
When you are finished trading with this village, draw a circle around the village. 
 
Attacking a friendly village 
You also have the option "if desperate for supplies" to attack the Friendly Village and steal their supplies. If you do this, treat the 
attack as you would a Hostile attack.  After the attack, if you survive, you gain the following: 
 2 Medicine 
   2 Wood 
Just remember that this village will now count as a Hostile village when dealing with the Chief so put an X over the village image. 
 

6 - Ship Attack  
If you roll a Ship Attack, your ship is under attack.  The natives have gathered their courage and attacked your ship off shore.  Treat 
this attack like a Hostile attack: 
Roll a d3 for the total number of attacks "Max 3" and then roll d6 for each attack to see if any crew were killed during each attack:  

[1-2] - one crew killed  
[3-5] - [2] crew killed 
[6] - [3] crew killed 

After all attack rolls are completed, if all the crew are killed your ship is destroyed and you are stuck on the island forever; you lose 
the game!  If you can travel back to your ship, you can take crew from your party and add them to your ship to rebuild its supply and 
vice versa. You can't use your ship to travel to the other islands. 
 
Once you finish the ship attack and the turn is over, reroll for the explore roll for the terrain space you entered. 
 

If you ever move back into a terrain space you must deal with the same terrain affects! 
 

Chiefs Village 
Once you have explored the required spaces of the search area for the Island, you can discover the secret location of the Chiefs 
Village.  When you reach the Chief’s Village, he will greet you with either friendship or hostility.   

Friendship 
If you encountered greater than 50% friendly villages then hostile, the Chief greets your party with open arms and treats you like a 
God.  He gives you the first coordinate of the Lost Temple "which you will write in the Island #1 box on the game sheet".   In the 
example below you rolled a 3 on the d6 for the first coordinate. 

  
The Chief will also present you with a onetime gift of the follow items: 
 2 Wood 
 2 Medicine 
After you receive your gifts from the Chief, he will let you trade with the rest of the villagers.  You can find the following items for 
sale: 

1 Medicine for 1 gold 
1 Wood for 1 gold 



You can go back to the Chiefs village and trade any number of times with the Villagers "as long as they are Friendly" if you need more 
items but the give from the Chief is one time only. 
 

Hostile 
If more than half of villages discovered ended up hostile to your party or became hostile due to you attacking them to steal supplies, 
the Chief will attack your party immediately with the entire village. 
Roll a d6 for the number of attacks by the villagers "reroll 1's".  Then roll a d6 again for each attack and on a: 

[1]     - [0] no crew killer 
[2-3] – [1] crew killed 
[4-5] - [2] crew killed 
[6] – [3] crew killed 

If you end up losing all your crew in the battle, you lose the game!   
If you are able to survive this attack, you force the Chief into telling you the first coordinate of the hidden temple location.  Roll a d6 
and write the number down in the space provided on the game sheet. 

 
Now you can travel on to the next island and search for the second Chiefs village.  You will never be able to return to this Chief’s 
village for supplies if you attack him or he was hostile. 
 

Lost Temple 
Once you've discovered both Chiefs hidden villages and gained the coordinates for the Lost Temple from the first two islands, you 
can start your exploration to Island #3.   You will need to build a raft to reach Island #3.  Once on the Island you will already know the 
coordinates to the Temple so you must draw in the Temple symbol on the game sheet in the grid on Island #3.  You will still need to 
explore spaces to get to the temple, but you won't have to create a required search area since you already know the coordinates. 
When you enter the temple the amount of Diamonds you carry out is the ratio of crew in the Exploration party "not the ship" that 
are still alive. For each 2 crew alive, you obtain 1 diamond for your King. 

Raft 
The only way to reach the other islands is by building a raft out of wood.  You can only build one raft per island and once you reach 
the next island, the raft is destroyed do to taking too much damage on the crossing.  You will need to build two rafts in total: one raft 
to get to Island #2 and the second raft to get to island #3. 
You will need 10 wood to build a single raft and once it is build, you will circle the area between the two islands to show you have a 
raft for the crossing. 

 

Victory conditions 
To win the game you must explore the required areas of both islands #1 and #2.  When you complete your explorations and gain the 
coordinates of the temple, you must explore Island #3 and reach the Lost Temple and discover the lost treasure.  Do this, collect your 
treasure and win the game.   
 

Losing conditions 
If you lose all your crew, from Exploration Party and Ship, you lose the game. 



 



 



 


